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OUR  BACK-UPS HAVE ...

Back-Ups Made
Easy.

Multiple recovery options from a single product.
Cloud-first SaaS architecture for administrative ease.
Fast file- and folder-level recovery, full system
recovery, and standby images for improved RTOs.
Local Speed Vault option for LAN-speed recovery.
Automated recovery testing for enhanced reliability.

Disaster recovery Options

Proprietary architecture moves up to 60 times less
data than traditional image backup products.
True Delta deduplication and efficient architecture
for small, lightweight daily backups.
Cloud storage (including archiving) included in the
pricing, with 30 data centers worldwide.
AES 256-bit encryption ensures secure data in
transit and at rest.

Built for the Cloud

Microsoft 365 Data Protection

recovery of deleted items and management from the
same dashboard.
Seven years' data retention to meet regulatory
requirements.
Storage in the global private cloud included, with fair-use
policies*.

TrueDelta Technology

Incremental backups move up to 60x less data than
image backup products.
Efficient architecture processes only sub-block-level data
changes, avoiding full disk scanning inefficiencies.
WAN optimization minimizes bandwidth usage.

Data Centers Worldwide

Backup storage in the private cloud included.
Data kept in region with 30 data centers across four
continents.
ISO 27001, ISO 9001, and other certifications depending
on the chosen data center.

Supported Operating Systems

Windows® 8, 8.1, 10, and 11
Windows Server® 2012, 2012 R2, 2016 (limited), 2019
(limited), 2022 (limited)
macOS® 10.15 Catalina, 11 Big Sur, 12 Monterey
GNU/Linux® CentOS 5, 6, 7; Debian 5, 6, 7, 8; OpenSUSE 11,
12.

SaaS application eliminates the need for local
application server maintenance.
Appliance-free, direct-to-cloud backups save time
and money.
Storage in the private cloud is included, eliminating
the need for local data storage.
Optional local copy with LocalSpeedVault using
existing network share or hardware.

No Hardware Hassles

Efficiency and Ease of Use

Simplified backup management
Single dashboard for server, workstation, and Microsoft 365*
backups and recoveries.
Automated backup deployment with device profiles for consistent
configurations.
Customizable views and reporting for managing by exception.

End-to-End Security

AES 256-bit encryption secures files in transit and at
rest.
Option to create a private key during deployment.
ISO-certified data centers worldwide with role-level
access and mandatory two-factor authentication.


